Long-Term Volcanic Activity at Shiveluch Volcano: Nine Years of ASTER Spaceborne Thermal Infrared Observations
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Abstract: Shiveluch (Kamchatka, Russia) is the most active andesitic volcano of the Kuril-Kamchatka arc, typically exhibiting near-continual high-temperature fumarolic activity and periods of exogenous lava dome emplacement punctuated by discrete large explosive eruptions. These eruptions can produce large pyroclastic flow (PF) deposits, which are common on the southern flank of the volcano. Since 2000, six explosive eruptions have occurred that generated ash fall and PF deposits. Over this same time period, the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) instrument has been acquiring image-based visible/near infrared (VNIR), short wave infrared (SWIR) and thermal infrared (TIR) data globally, with a particular emphasis on active volcanoes. Shiveluch was selected as an ASTER target of interest early in the mission because of its frequent activity and potential impact to northern Pacific air transportation. The north Pacific ASTER archive was queried for Shiveluch data and we present results from 2000 to 2009 that documents three large PF deposits emplaced on 19 May 2001, 9 May 2004, and 28 February 2005. The long-term archive of infrared data provides an excellent record on the changing activity and eruption state of the volcano.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Shiveluch Volcano

Shiveluch Volcano (also known as Sheveluch) is located at 56.65°N, 161.36°E on the Kamchatka peninsula of eastern Russia (Figure 1). It lies isolated in the lowland area of the Central Kamchatka depression and is the northernmost of 29 potentially active volcanoes on the peninsula [1]. The volcano is comprised of two sectors: Old and Young Shiveluch [2-4]—the summit of Old Shiveluch is 3,283 m above sea level (a.s.l.), whereas the summit of Young Shiveluch is approximately 2,800 m a.s.l. The activity at Young Shiveluch is composed of multiple extrusive andesite lava domes and thick (up to 100 m) lava flows [5]. Within the Holocene (last 10,000 years), at least 60 explosive eruptions have occurred at this location [6]. Ponomareva et al. [6] provide a detailed account of activity spanning the 1964–2004 time period.

Figure 1. Field photographs of Shiveluch summit showing the southern flank of the volcano, the active lava dome, and the large PF deposits. (A) Ground-based photograph taken March 2009 by Y. Demyanchuk looking northeast. (B) Helicopter-based photograph of the 2005 PF deposit taken August 2005 by M. Ramsey looking east. Active dome at the time of the images is shown by the arrows.
Catastrophic slope failures of the lava dome and summit structure have been common at Shiveluch, occurring approximately 10,000, 5,700, 3,700, 2,600, 1,600, 1,000, 600 BP, 1964 AD, and producing debris avalanches deposits that cover much of the floor of the breached caldera [2,7]. The 1964 eruption produced a Plinian eruption column and 0.8 cubic kilometres of juvenile material [7]. The first significant explosion occurred on 7 May 1964, following strong, spasmodic volcanic tremor [5]. The eruption column reached a height of 4.5 km a.s.l. and was dispersed to the northwest [8]. Smaller, yet still significant, explosive eruptions have occurred since 1964 with the largest producing a 24,800 km$^2$ PF deposit on 27 February 2005 [2].

Since 1994 Kamchatka has been monitored by the Kamchatka Volcano Eruption Response Team (KVERT) and assisted by the Alaska Volcano Observatory’s (AVO) routine satellite monitoring [9]. The time period of interest for this study was 2000–2009, which corresponds to the start of ASTER observations of Shiveluch. In 2004, a new collaborative program was initiated between NASA, AVO and KVERT that integrates the low spatial/high temporal resolution satellite data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) as a detection trigger for scheduling and ASTER observation [10]. The MODIS and AVHRR data have been routinely used by AVO to monitor activity of any volcano in the North Pacific region. The integration of ASTER into this monitoring program has been highly successful both in increasing the overall number of ASTER images and the subsequent science that comes from these data of the active Kamchatka volcanoes [11-15].
1.2. The ASTER Urgent Request Protocol (URP) for Volcano Monitoring

The ASTER sensor collects image data of reflected and emitted energy in the VNIR region in three wavelength channels (0.56–0.81 µm) at 15 m/pixel spatial resolution, in the SWIR region in six wavelength channels (1.65–2.40 µm) at 30 m/pixel spatial resolution, and in the TIR region in five wavelength channels (8.29–11.32 µm) at 90 m/pixel spatial resolution [16,17]. However, beginning in May 2007 the SWIR data contained higher amounts of noise and saturated values due to a failure of the SWIR cryocooler. The SWIR data became completely saturated after January 2009 and are no longer useable. Useable ASTER data are processed into higher-level data products from geometrically and radiometrically corrected level 1 data [16]. The ASTER sensor maintains an observation schedule of regular acquisitions of all the world’s active volcanoes [18]. As of June 2009, over 96,000 distinct ASTER scenes have been collected for the 964 most active volcanoes, which is an average frequency of 5 daytime and 6 nighttime observations per volcano per year. However, for Shiveluch this average is much higher (13 daytime and 17 nighttime) resulting in at least one ASTER image of the volcano every 12 days on average. This higher frequency is a function of the location of Shiveluch coupled with specific ASTER data acquisition programs.

Active volcanoes of Kamchatka, specifically Bezymianny and Shiveluch were selected early on in the mission as high priority case studies for the ASTER sensor as part of a research investigation by the University of Pittsburgh (UP) and AVO [10,13,19]. Because of the high latitude of Kamchatka, the temporal frequency of ASTER improves from the nominal 16 day repeat time at the equator to an average of 5 days. This frequency coupled with the high levels of varied activity at these volcanoes made them ideal targets for increased acquisitions.

The volcanic activity seen in these increased observations led to the development of two NASA-funded projects that linked the routine, near-real time satellite monitoring carried out by AVO in the North Pacific region with the ASTER scheduling system for rapid scheduling, tasking, and data availability. A previously-developed algorithm by AVO, which automatically processes thermal anomalies from low (1 km) spatial resolution AVHRR data [9], was significantly improved to minimize false positive detections and allow for the triggering of an automatic urgent-priority ASTER image. This urgent request protocol (URP) is one of the unique characteristics of ASTER, providing a limited number of emergency observations per day, typically at a much-improved temporal resolution and quicker turn around bypassing processing in Japan, which can add several days to a week to receive the processed data. The ongoing multi-agency research and operational collaboration has proven to be highly successful. AVO serves as the primary source for status information on volcanic activity and collaboration with IVS/KVERT is also maintained. Once a volcano is identified as having increased thermal output in the AVHRR or MODIS data, ASTER is automatically tasked for observation of that volcano at the next available opportunity. After the data are acquired, scientists at all the agencies have immediate access to the images, with the primary science analysis carried out at the University of Pittsburgh. Results of that analysis are disseminated back to AVO and KVERT, who have the primary monitoring and alerting responsibilities to other agencies. Results are also disseminated to the global volcanological community through email mailing lists. This system does not have the ability to provide real-time data on an eruption, but does greatly improve the nominal ASTER
scheduling/acquisition/processing pathway and can provide syn- and post-eruption data that can assist in future volcano monitoring and prediction [11,12].

1.3. Objectives

The primary objective of this study was to assess the statistical and scientific results of nine years of ASTER observations for Shiveluch and to provide an account of thermal activity for low-level degassing, lava dome growth, explosions, and the emplacement of PF deposits. The ASTER instrument was launched in December 1999 and the first data acquired for scientific studies were in March 2000, thereby overlapping the last four years of the time period described in Dirksen et al. [5] for Shiveluch. From 2000 to 2009, six large explosive eruptions have occurred interspersed with high levels of activity such as dome growth, lava flow emplacement, and hot rock avalanches. The correlation of ASTER-derived temperature data to explosive, effusive, non explosive, and periods of no detectable activity were investigated. The specific focus was on the three PF-forming eruption that occurred on 19 May 2001, 9 May 2004, and 28 February 2005, each of which was imaged by ASTER shortly after the PF emplacement.

2. Methods

Using the publically-available Japanese ASTER image database for volcanoes website [20] all available ASTER data of the Shiveluch region were identified, ordered using the U.S. NASA Warehouse Inventory Search Tool (WIST) [21] and later analyzed. Cloud-free, night time TIR images were then ordered as level 2 (L2) surface kinetic temperature and emissivity data products (Table 1). The TIR sensor is sensitivity to temperatures that range from −73 to 97 °C, and has a 1–2 °C detection threshold with a ±3 K radiometric accuracy, making it ideal to observe both low-level fumarolic activity as well as hotter thermal features resulting from magmatic activity [16]. With hotter activity, the TIR pixels are at risk of saturation, which occurs during periods of increased dome growth at Shiveluch. However, it is rare to have the pixel-integrated brightness temperature of a 90 m$^2$ pixel greater than 97 °C due to the presence and mixing of cooler surfaces. In the event of saturated pixels, data from the SWIR or VNIR region can be analyzed because of their much higher surface temperatures. Clearly with more recent data, the SWIR bands are not useable resulting in a loss of data and accuracy of the thermal analysis. ASTER L2 kinetic temperature data derived from the atmospherically-corrected TIR data were used for this study [22]. The average background temperature for each image was calculated from a non-active 20 km$^2$ area (50 × 50 TIR pixels) at a similar elevation to the active dome. This non-active region was carefully selected so it had similar solar heating conditions, rock type and ground cover as the thermally-elevated pixels. Because the ASTER data are always acquired at the same local time and the rock types are similar, we do not expect the radiant temperature to be markedly affected by thermophysical variations such as thermal inertia, thermal conductivity or heat capacity [23]. The average thermal background temperature value was subtracted from the thermally-anomalous pixels, thereby removing any bias for seasonal warming/cooling. Temperature data were also retrieved from the AVHRR image archive [9]. These data were used as a comparison to the ASTER-derived temperature data over the same periods, as well
as to analyze the statistics of AVHRR data over the area and assess the sensitivity in triggering ASTER image requests.

Table 1. ASTER data used within this study. $T_{BG} =$ background temperature, $T_{max} =$ maximum scene temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Day/Night</th>
<th>ASTER Granule ID</th>
<th>Mean $T_{BG}$ (Celsius)</th>
<th>$T_{max}$ above $T_{BG}$ (Celsius)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-May-01</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2003153825</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>107.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04-Jun-01</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2003226401</td>
<td>−3.59</td>
<td>40.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-Jul-01</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2004160600</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>101.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-Jan-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2006261433</td>
<td>−26.48</td>
<td>122.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-Feb-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2028982939</td>
<td>−23.64</td>
<td>126.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-Apr-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2027028338</td>
<td>−9.32</td>
<td>105.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02-Jul-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2007616604</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>102.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-Jul-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2007919716</td>
<td>−23.04</td>
<td>87.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-Nov-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2009058095</td>
<td>−13.62</td>
<td>83.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-Dec-02</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2010414584</td>
<td>−22.47</td>
<td>21.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-May-03</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2013901971</td>
<td>−3.20</td>
<td>108.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-Jul-03</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2015471404</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>23.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-Mar-04</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2021737898</td>
<td>−21.63</td>
<td>81.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-Mar-04</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2022152144</td>
<td>−18.42</td>
<td>41.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-Apr-04</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2022690296</td>
<td>−17.22</td>
<td>37.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-May-04</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2023494312</td>
<td>−7.12</td>
<td>116.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-Mar-05</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2028324137</td>
<td>−17.14</td>
<td>112.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-Apr-05</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2028759514</td>
<td>−18.68</td>
<td>19.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-Jun-06</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2034709250</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>14.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-Aug-06</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2036141373</td>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>29.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-Nov-07</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2062270037</td>
<td>−17.08</td>
<td>122.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-Feb-08</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2071616266</td>
<td>−27.22</td>
<td>117.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06-Apr-08</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2073165383</td>
<td>−14.17</td>
<td>79.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-May-08</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2068876087</td>
<td>−2.83</td>
<td>79.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-Jul-08</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2066053085</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>93.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06-Nov-08</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2067619803</td>
<td>−22.62</td>
<td>127.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-Jan-09</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>SC:AST_L1A.003:2069994240</td>
<td>−28.12</td>
<td>111.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Data Analysis and Results

3.1. Eruption Descriptions

The May 2001 explosive eruption generated a lava flow on the previous dome and a collapsing flow front of hot rock avalanches (Figure 2). The associated PF deposit travelled 12 km confined within a channel, which was the topographic low-point south of the summit dome. This suggests that the flow had a high bulk density (e.g., block-rich) as it became focused within the channel. On 19 May 2001 ASTER imaged Shiveluch and revealed a high-temperature (several pixels > 100 °C) thermal anomaly centred on the central summit region. This temperature was above the saturation point for the ASTER TIR indicating a large area of lava at/or near magmatic temperatures was exposed. The thermal
anomaly was located near the dome front, where surface or near-surface dome growth was likely occurring. In addition, the channelized PF deposit was less than two TIR pixels (180 m) wide.

The May 2004 eruption produced an ASTER TIR thermal anomaly over the majority of the Young Shiveluch crater, with over 30 saturated pixels on the southern part of the lava dome. They formed a linear thermal anomaly over 1 km in length, strongly suggesting the presence of a lava flow with hot rock avalanches occurring on the south part of the dome. The high number of saturated pixels on the south part of the dome indicated that magmatic temperatures were once again present at the time of the ASTER image acquisition.

The PF deposit produced during this eruption was divided into two main channels with the majority of the deposit focused in the western lobe (Figure 2). This fanned out at lower slope angles and dissipated into smaller channels. The maximum distance travelled by the PF was 9.5 km to the south, with the branch point of the two lobes occurring at 2.7 km from the dome. The western-most lobe was areally the largest and widest (maximum 2.3 km in width). The central western lobe contained the warmest temperatures found in the PF deposit. This hotter zone terminated around 7 km from the dome and was correlates with the results found by [14] who linked this hotter core with a higher density, less vesicular, block-rich deposit that formed from a collapse of the dome hours to days after the PF deposit was emplaced.

The ASTER image acquired on 29 March 2005 contained the largest thermal anomalies ever recorded by ASTER in Kamchatka. The 28 February explosive eruption at Shiveluch was the largest at the volcano since the 1964 event that produced a vast debris avalanche deposit to the south of the volcano. The thermal anomaly observed at the dome was almost circular in plan-view, 800 m in diameter, and had one distinct lobe to the southwest, around 1.8 km from the dome summit. Although the summit anomaly was the hottest in the scene, the highest amount of thermally-elevated pixels were located on the large (19 km long and up to 1.8 km wide at a distance of 15.8 km from the dome) PF deposit that was emplaced on the southwest flank (Figure 2). This deposit initially travelled south and was contained in the same channel as the May 2001 PF deposit. However, at about the same distance (~12 km) where the 2001 deposit terminated, the March 2005 deposit fanned out into a wide plain and travelled another ~10 km to the west. The westernmost front of the deposit contained four major lobes all oriented west. The image acquired was one month after the eruption, and so temperatures were considerably lower in general than the other two deposits. However, a distinct thermal anomaly remained detectable for the next year.

3.2. Multitemporal Image of the Dome and PF Deposit Region

The three ASTER images from 19 May 2001, 11 May 2004, and 29 March 2005 were assembled into a multi-temporal image composite displayed in red, green, and blue, respectively to show the areal extent, thermal intensity, and overlapping relationships of the thermal anomalies generated by the explosive eruptions on 19 May 2001, 9 May 2004, and 28 February 2005 (Figure 2). Each eruption produced a unique thermal signature due to lava flow emplacement and rock falls at the summit dome, and the large pyroclastic flow deposits on the southern flank. Figure 2 shows the utility of such multi-temporal image composites when studying multiple overlapping (and cooling) PF deposits.
Figure 2. ASTER multi-temporal temperature image composite from 19 May 2001 (red), 11 May 2004 (green), and 29 March 2005 (blue) that highlights the extent (area) and magnitude (intensity of the colour) of the warm deposits. These deposits were generated by the explosive eruptions on 19 May 2001, 9 May 2004, and 28 February 2005.


Lava dome growth (Figure 1) and the emplacement of pyroclastic flow deposits on its flank has been common at Shiveluch over the study period (2000–present). The ASTER images collected per year were examined, with many of these coming from the urgent request program (Figure 3). Manual requests for ASTER data were also ongoing during times of heightened activity, therefore an increase in the number of images in any given year normally correlates to a larger eruptive event. There has been a steady increase in the number images collected from 2000 to 2009, with more rapid increases in 2002, 2005, and 2007. The peak in the total number of images per year was in 2007, which declined the following year. Clearly, the inception the ASTER Urgent Request Program for volcano monitoring in 2004 was responsible for the increase in the total number of images acquired at Shiveluch (Figure 3).
Figure 3. The record of ASTER images (graphs) and AVHRR (orange diamonds) anomalies observed from 2000 to 2009. The total number of ASTER images are averaged per year, whereas the AVHRR data are listed individually per day. Prior to the inception of the ASTER URP program in 2004 an average of 17 images per year were acquired. Following the URP start, this increased to an average of 40 images per year. The peak in images collected per year was in 2007, which also coincided with highest levels of volcanic activity.

ASTER-derived, Level 2 surface kinetic temperature data were compared to AVHRR thermal anomalies detected over the dome region (Figure 4). The number of AVHRR thermal anomalies were relatively constant over the entire time period, except for three main periods of no or very few anomalies: (1) August 2000–June 2001; (2) July 2003–September 2004; and (3) October 2005–January 2007. From the entire ASTER archive, 27 images were selected that were completely cloud-free over the summit area. The maximum (non-saturated) dome temperature for each scene was extracted and compared to the AVHRR data archive. One time period produced sustained below-average ASTER temperatures: August 2006. This time periods also coincided with a lack of observed AVHRR thermal anomalies. The lower thermal output suggests periods of little to no extrusive activity or very long periods of sustained cloud cover. Such cloud cover would reduce the number of hot spots detected, however this is unlikely. The high temporal frequency of AVHRR typically guarantees a limited number of summit observations even during cloudy periods. Furthermore, the large time periods where no hotspots were detected would suggest that activity levels were significantly reduced during these times. Reports from KVERT also confirm this lack of activity during this time period [24]. This is
especially notable where compared with the nearly constant level of activity after January 2007, during which there has been multiple periods of high cloud cover.

**Figure 4.** Multi-temporal thermal trends at Shiveluch from 1 January 2000 to 19 January 2009. ASTER-derived maximum pixel-integrated brightness-temperature (blue line) above the average background temperature (yellow line). Data were extracted from the hottest part of the lava dome. AVHRR thermal anomalies (orange diamonds) are shown at the top of the graph along with the six major explosive eruptions as red triangles (19 May 2001, 9 May 2004, 28 February 2005, 22 September 2005, 29 March 2007, and 18 December 2007).

**4. Concluding Remarks**

The nine year ASTER TIR data archive has been mined and 27 cloud-free scenes were used here to show ongoing thermal and visual observations following three large explosive eruptions at Shiveluch volcano. These periods of activity were well-imaged due to a collaborative program using AVHRR/MODIS data to trigger a higher temporal frequency of ASTER data. The periods of increased volcanic activity produced numerous PF deposits. If such eruptive products were deposited in more populated areas they would have posed a significant risk on the ground. AVHRR data were also used to validate the nine year archive of ASTER-derived temperatures and to detect three periods of minimal thermal output, which denote periods of probable quiescence. Volcanoes on the Kamchatka
Peninsula and in the north Pacific region continue to pose a risk to cargo and passenger aircraft that traverse this region’s airspace, highlighting the need for ongoing research and monitoring in this area using both high temporal/low spatial resolution data combined with lower temporal/higher spatial resolution data. Such an approach can also be applied to other volcanoes globally in order to better constrain their activity and more importantly their eruptive behaviour and patterns over the decadal time scale.
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